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ABSTRACT 1 

Information about hurricanes changes as the storm approaches land. Additionally, people tend to 2 

think that severe events are more likely to occur even if the probability of that event occurring is 3 

the same as a less severe event. Thus, holding probability constant, this research tested the 4 

influence of severity on storm judgments in the context of updates about the approaching storm’s 5 

severity. In two studies, participants watched one of four (Experiment 1) or one of five 6 

(Experiment 2) sequences of updating hurricane warnings. The position of Category 1 and 7 

Category 5 hurricane warnings in the sequences varied (e.g., Category 1 first and Category 5 last, 8 

or Category 5 first and Category 1 last). After the videos, participants made judgments about the 9 

approaching storm. In Experiment 1, participants generally overestimated the threat of the storm 10 

if they saw a Category 5 hurricane warning in any position. Experiment 2, designed to test 11 

whether Experiment 1 results were due to a contrast effect, revealed a similar pattern to 12 

Experiment 1. Overall, when participants saw a Category 5 hurricane warning, they anchored to 13 

severity regardless of updates that the storm had decreased in severity. Importantly, however, the 14 

extent of anchoring to severity depended on the type of judgment participants made. In terms of 15 

policy, we propose that weather-warning agencies focus on message content at least as much as 16 

they focus on message accuracy.  17 

 Keywords: threat perception, uncertainty, subjective probability, anchoring, severity 18 
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1. Introduction 1 

 As global temperature increases, the intensity of damage from natural disasters such as 2 

hurricanes is expected to increase (Emanuel 2005). Although atypical, in 2004 alone, 9 of 14 3 

named storms in the North Atlantic became hurricanes, four of which struck the southeastern 4 

United States (Webster et al. 2005). Additionally, Atlantic hurricanes in 2011 claimed 70 lives 5 

and cost $7.5 billion in the United States (Avila & Stewart 2013). Even with the potential 6 

consequences of approaching storms, people sometimes fail to heed weather warnings (Baker 7 

1979). One prominent weather decision-making model, the protective action decision model 8 

(PADM; Lindell & Perry, 2012), argues that three psychological processes occur as cues of a 9 

threat emerge either from the environment or from warnings. These psychological processes are 10 

(1) predecisional processes (i.e., exposure, attention, and comprehension); (2) perceptions of 11 

threat, alternative mitigation options, and social stakeholders, and; (3) the decision to take 12 

protective action. Unless the message or warning is particularly powerful leading to skipping 13 

over stages, people usually proceed through the stages before preparing for a threat. And 14 

although each stage is not necessary for a person to engage in preparedness behavior, it is 15 

essential that people perceive threat.   16 

However, much of the research on people’s lack of adherence to weather warnings and 17 

evacuation orders focuses on discovering why people do not comprehend or correctly interpret 18 

the weather warnings (Wu, Lindell, Prater, & Samuelson 2014; Drake, 2012) and how to make 19 

the information more accessible (Joslyn & LeClerc 2013; Joslyn, Savelli & Nadav-Greenberg, 20 

2011). Understanding these comprehension processes is important. However, a complimentary 21 

understanding of the way different people may process this information after comprehending it is 22 

also important. Indeed, comprehension does not always link directly to rational behavior. People 23 

do not equally weigh gains and losses and, although they comprehend weather warnings, people 24 
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may make decisions based on their subjective perception of the warning information. Therefore, 1 

it is important to investigate how people subjectively perceive weather warnings in addition to 2 

how they comprehend them.  3 

 Prospect Theory (Tyversky & Kahneman 1992) describes subjective probability—the 4 

difference in weights people apply to potential gain and loss outcomes of a decision— which is 5 

an important factor in determining whether people heed weather warnings. Other research on 6 

weather and information processing has revealed that multiple contextual factors contribute to 7 

people’s judgments of weather threat (Christen & Ruch, 1980; Joslyn et al. 2011; Weber 1994; 8 

Wu, Lindell & Pater 2015a; 2015b). For example, people are more likely to respond to warnings 9 

that include protective-action recommendations, and the number of protective action 10 

recommendations in a warning is positively associated with people’s self-reported strike 11 

probabilities (Wu et al., 2015b). 12 

 Indeed, severity—especially high severity—may influence people’s perceptions of and 13 

predictions about an approaching weather threat. Severity is important because people will weigh 14 

expected outcomes based on the consequences of misjudging such outcomes (asymmetric loss 15 

function; Weber 1994; Weber & Hilton 1990). For example, people’s judgments about the 16 

probability of an event are influenced by the severity of the event they are predicting (Weber & 17 

Hilton 1990). High severity tends to make people think that an event is more likely to happen 18 

even if the base rate or prior probability (i.e., actual likelihood) of the event is low.  19 

One example of the influence of severity on information processing is its possible 20 

influence on the use of the anchoring heuristic (Joslyn et al. 2011; Tyversky & Kahneman 1974). 21 

The anchoring heuristic refers to a failure to adequately adjust an estimate away from an initial 22 

piece of quantitative information (Tyversky & Kahneman 1974). A typical anchoring effect 23 
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emerges when people are asked to estimate the solution to math problems such as 1 

87654321 versus 12345678. People who see the first sequence estimate 2 

higher numbers than people who see the second one even though the correct answer for both 3 

groups is the same (Tyversky & Kahneman 1974). In this example, the anchoring heuristic 4 

represents an insufficient adjustment away from the first number in the sequence leading to 5 

inaccurate responses.  6 

The anchoring heuristic is relevant to weather warnings because people use numerical 7 

quantities when judging likelihood under conditions of uncertainty. Weather warnings typically 8 

contain quantitative information including percentages, degrees of severity, and descriptions of 9 

the weather such as wind speed or area affected. Indeed, many weather warning studies suggest 10 

the anchoring heuristic as an explanation for odd patterns in their data (e.g., Lindell, Huang, Wei, 11 

& Samuelson 2016; Wu et al., 2015a; 2015b). Research related to anchoring and weather 12 

judgments does show that people exhibit an anchoring-like bias when processing information 13 

about severe weather, but only under certain circumstances (Joslyn et al. 2011). For example, 14 

when participants received wind speed information emphasizing the lower bound (e.g., there is a 15 

10% percent chance that the high wind speed will be lower than 3 knots), people did not use an 16 

anchoring heuristic. Instead, after learning the lower bound information, people adjusted their 17 

estimates closer to the more accurate 15-knot wind speed, which was the most likely wind speed 18 

for each day. Alternatively, when participants received wind speed forecast information 19 

emphasizing the upper bound (e.g., 10% chance that the high wind speed will be greater than 27 20 

knots), their wind speed predictions for the next day were higher and anchored toward 27 knots. 21 

Thus, anchoring emerged leading to an insufficient adjustment away from 27 knots. In other 22 

words, people exhibited anchoring bias in the form of insufficient adjustment in the upper bound 23 
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condition (estimation higher than 15 knots) even though they were aware of the low likelihood 1 

(10%) of the 27-knot wind speed (Joslyn et al. 2011). Compared to traditional anchoring (i.e., 2 

insufficient adjustment from the first position value), these results suggest that anchoring can be 3 

based on some salient degree of severity rather than order of information (described above). 4 

Conversely, if there are no salient severe values, then predictions relate less to the preceding 5 

information, and consequently, estimates are more accurate.  6 

Another example of anchoring to severity occurred in a study examining judgments of 7 

likelihood of a storm striking a given area (Wu et al. 2014). Wu and colleagues suspected that 8 

people might not understand “cone of uncertainty” depictions (i.e., visual representations of the 9 

uncertainty—or error—surrounding a predicted storm track). To determine people’s 10 

comprehension of the “cone of uncertainty,” the study manipulated six factors: (a) direction of 11 

the track, (b) whether the storm was a Category 1 or a Category 4, (c) whether participants saw 12 

the storm’s track or intensity first, (d) type of track (cone with track, cone without track, or track 13 

without cone), (e) type of track likelihood judgment, and (f) hurricane information training. 14 

People were able to use base-rate information gained in training (a variable expected to influence 15 

comprehension) and to distribute probability of storm strike across locations in the cone and not 16 

only the location to which the track pointed. Indeed, people were generally able to accurately 17 

process basic hurricane information (e.g., use base-rate information and understand that the 18 

hurricane is most likely to strike toward the sector that the track points) independent of whether 19 

they saw a track, a track with a cone, or just a cone. However, although not an original prediction 20 

of the study, estimates of strike probability were not only higher along the given track, but also 21 

in each of the sectors on the map not in the cone of uncertainty when the focal storm was a 22 

Category 4 versus Category 1. Thus, people thought the storm was more likely to strike 23 
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everywhere when the forecast was for a more severe storm. Comparatively, people narrowed 1 

their estimates when the forecast was for a less severe storm. In sum, people may have anchored 2 

to severity of the Category 4 storm, which, similar to findings related to the asymmetrical loss 3 

function (Weber, 1994), influenced larger likelihood estimates about landfall likelihood.  4 

Wu et al. (2014) acknowledged that participants made judgments based on a single piece 5 

of location information, whereas in a real-world setting, people would hear multiple predictions 6 

about a hurricane’s likelihood to make landfall. Little research beyond that of studies by Wu and 7 

colleagues (2015b) and Meyer, Broad, Orlove, and Petrovic (2013) has examined how current 8 

weather warning formats—multiple or changing predictions—affect threat perception. To our 9 

knowledge, however, neither of these groups has examined the specific effect of severity 10 

changes over the course of an evolving hurricane. Typically, people hear the first forecast about 11 

a storm and subsequent weather warnings follow, often confirming or reducing the risk. If 12 

anchoring occurs toward a feature of salient severity, such as what Joslyn and colleagues (2011) 13 

and Wu and colleagues (2014) found, then a tendency to anchor, or perceive higher than average 14 

severity, may occur even when people hear a severe forecast in the context of reports in which 15 

storm severity is downgraded. Indeed, though some research has described results in reference to 16 

the anchoring heuristic (e.g., Lindell, Huang, Wei, & Samuelson, 2016), the effect of severity on 17 

the use of the anchoring heuristic remains untested empirically. Thus, we set out to test the effect 18 

of changing threat severity on people’s judgments and interpretations of weather risk 19 

information.  20 

a. The Present Studies 21 

The information that people have available influences the decision making strategies that 22 

they use when making judgments under uncertainty such as under the threat of severe weather 23 
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(Weber 1990; Joslyn & Nichols 2009). Indeed, weather warnings may involve multiple pieces of 1 

information that could also serve as an influence on decision making (e.g., news updates). 2 

Currently, evidence suggests that when faced with multiple pieces of information, people may 3 

exhibit an anchoring-like bias when one of those pieces includes a severe prediction (Joslyn et 4 

al., 2011; Wu et al. 2014). Specifically, we propose that, in weather contexts, people will anchor 5 

to severity by insufficiently adjusting predictions away from a salient value of severity. Thus, 6 

this research directly examined two questions: (1) Do people process sequences of updating 7 

storm information differently based on the content (i.e., severity) of those updates? (2) Does high 8 

severity cause people to exhibit an anchoring-like bias when judging the probability of a storm? 9 

To answer these questions, we used an experimental design with hypothetical scenarios. 10 

Although there are some differences in effect size of responding to real versus hypothetical 11 

hurricanes, the types of responses tend to be similar (Huang, Lindell & Prater 2015). In weather 12 

contexts, experimental designs are useful because they allow researchers to examine specific 13 

variables while controlling for others (e.g., location, susceptibility, timing; Huang et al. 2015). 14 

Much of the research on human interaction with severe weather involves case studies, which are 15 

useful for big-picture analyses, but rarely allow for determining the causal influence of specific 16 

factors on risk perception (Sherman-Morris 2013). Because this study focused on severity, we 17 

used an experimental design to isolate and manipulate severity.  18 

2. Experiment 1 19 

 To manipulate severity, we used a between-subjects design where participants saw one 20 

of four possible sequences that contained two hurricane warnings. The four possible sequences 21 

or conditions were a combination of either a warning for a Category 1 or Category 5 hurricane. 22 

We chose these two extremes because they would be the most powerful manipulation of severity 23 
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drawing the greatest difference between levels of severity. Thus, if severity does influence an 1 

anchoring-like bias, specifically in terms of a failure to sufficiently adjust estimates following a 2 

high severity warning, we hypothesized that seeing a Category 5 warning, first, last, or twice in 3 

the sequence, would influence participants to make higher estimates of severity and probability 4 

than seeing a Category 1 warning twice in the sequence.  5 

Using videos with text and audio in a computer-based, in-lab, and online survey, 6 

Experiment 1 tested order effects of two sequential hurricane warnings of either a Category 1 or 7 

a Category 5 hurricane on perceptions of the storm when it hypothetically made landfall. The 8 

sequences were: (a) no change in the predicted severity of the storm, either staying a Category 5 9 

across both warnings or staying a Category 1 across both warnings (b) an upgrade in storm 10 

severity from first (i.e., least severe; Category 1) to last warning (i.e., most severe; Category 5), 11 

or (c) a downgrade in severity from first to last warning (i.e., Category 5 then Category 1). This 12 

extends prior work (Joslyn et al. 2011; Wu et al. 2014; 2015b) by examining the extent to which 13 

anchoring occurs if severe and non-severe information occur in the same context (e.g., such as 14 

changes in weather severity). Based on these studies, we expected that participants’ forecasts 15 

would be influenced by severity of the hurricane in the warning. Specifically, we expected 16 

estimates to remain high even when contradictory information was presented later (e.g., when the 17 

storm downgraded from a Category 5 to a Category 1) if people tend to anchor to severity. If 18 

anchoring and insufficient adjustment away from severity did not occur, then we expected that 19 

there would be no difference between those who saw two Category 1 warnings and those who 20 

saw a Category 5 first and a Category 1 second.  21 

a. Method 22 

1) PARTICIPANTS 23 
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 Two hundred fourteen undergraduate students primarily enrolled in an Introduction to 1 

Psychology course at a mid-size college in the southeast (60% women and 40% men) 2 

participated in this study in exchange for course credit. The sample size reflects the number of 3 

participants available in a semester. We conducted a post-hoc power analysis using the overall 4 

average effect size of social psychology of r = .21 based on a meta-analysis of psychological 5 

meta-analyses (Richard, Bond, & Stokes-Zoota 2003). Thus, with a sample of 214 participants, 6 

we have .88 power to detect an effect size of .21 with a two-tailed alpha of .05.  All data were 7 

collected according to American Psychological Association guidelines approved by the 8 

Institutional Review Board.  9 

2) DESIGN AND MATERIALS 10 

 Using a between-subject design, we randomly assigned participants to one of the four 11 

different conditions, which were sequences of two hurricane warnings for the same hurricane. 12 

Two conditions—hereafter referred to as sequences—indicated that the expected storm stayed 13 

the same (Category 1 first and second, Category 5 first and second) and one sequence indicated  14 

the storm was weakening (Category 5 first and Category 1 second), whereas another indicated 15 

the storm was strengthening (Category 1 first and Category 5 second).  16 

3) PROCEDURE 17 

 Participants completed the experiment in-lab using an online survey. A research assistant 18 

greeted participants and informed them that they would watch a series of weather forecasts about 19 

a single storm. We designed the warnings adapted from the “Hurricane Local Statement” (HLS; 20 

NOAA, 2009) structure, which includes a lead statement, a sentence detailing the counties to be 21 

affected, expected wind speed, and expected damage. To administer the warnings in a video 22 

format, the warnings closely resembled a television interruption message. Thus, the warnings 23 
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were on a black background with white font that contained scrolling text, which read: “The 1 

National Weather Service has issued a Category 1[Category 5] Hurricane warning for the 2 

following counties/areas: Bulloch County, Jenkins County, Chatham County, Effingham County. 3 

Effective 04/26/2013 18:20:00 CDT”. Additionally, stationary text on the center of screen read: 4 

“Emergency Alert System, [scrolling text], National Weather Service Issued a Category 1 [5] 5 

Hurricane Warning.” A computerized male voice also played warning of the storm and damage 6 

typically associated with that category of the storm. As the video began, it read “Imagine you’re 7 

watching television at home and you see the following warning…” Next, participants saw the 8 

first warning (which was either a Category 1 or Category 5 hurricane warning). Next, the screen 9 

turned black before words reappeared reading, “It’s later in the week and you see this 10 

warning…” The next screen showed the second warning, which was either a Category 1 or 11 

Category 5. After watching both hurricane warnings, participants read the instructions “Consider 12 

the video you just watched and answer the following questions about the storm,” and made two 13 

numerical estimates: the percent chance of a severe storm and the number of lives that would be 14 

lost in the storm. Specifically, participants answered the question: “When the storm makes 15 

landfall, what percentage (%) of a chance is there that the storm will be severe?” before 16 

answering the question: “Considering the aftermath of the storm, estimate how many lives will 17 

be lost?” Although the participants were not qualified in terms of a meteorological or 18 

environmental science degree to make actual estimates on these items, we were interested in 19 

layperson predictions. Additionally, typical anchoring studies use an open-ended numerical 20 

response as the dependent variable (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). Next, participants responded 21 

on four 7-point Likert scales—one asking the participants their likelihood of preparing, another 22 

asking their estimate of the degree of damage the storm will have on their home, another asking 23 
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the likelihood of damaging winds, and another the likelihood of flooding as a result of the storm. 1 

For analyses, we computed the mean of these four measures and created a composite variable 2 

called severity expectations. To assess intention to prepare, participants answered binary “yes” or 3 

“no” questions about evacuation. One question asked participants whether they would issue an 4 

evacuation order (and that they should do so only if they thought the storm was going to be more 5 

severe than a Category 3). The second question asked participants if they would personally 6 

evacuate. Participants also answered whether they would like to receive more information about 7 

hurricane preparedness. Although not included in analyses because they were not directly related 8 

to hypotheses in the present studies, participants also rated the amount of damage they perceived 9 

in 20 pictures of hurricane damage and completed demographics measures that included race, 10 

age, gender, and previous experience with hurricanes.  11 

3. Results 12 

After log-transforming participants’ estimates of lives lost and combining the Likert-scale 13 

estimates into a composite measure called severity expectations ( = .84), we conducted 14 

hierarchical regression analyses using separate Helmert contrast codes for each hypothesis as 15 

simultaneous predictors (Table I). This method has several advantages over typical one-way 16 

ANOVA and post-hoc testing, including increased power and ability to test specific a priori 17 

hypotheses (Judd, McClelland, & Ryan, 2009). Helmert contrasts compare the mean of one level 18 

of a categorical variable to the mean of each other level of the categorical variable. Thus, 19 

analyses with Helmert contrasts will have k-1 contrasts entered in a hierarchical-regression 20 

analysis, where k is the number of levels or categories. 21 

Specifically, this study had an independent variable with four levels, requiring testing 22 

three separate contrast codes. Importantly, each contrast code tests a specific hypothesis. 23 
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Contrast H1 tested whether those who saw only Category 1 warnings made lower estimates than 1 

those who saw any other warning sequence. Contrast H2 then tested the hypothesis that 2 

participants who saw Category-5-then-Category-1 made lower estimates than the average of 3 

those who (a) saw Category-1-then-Category-5 and (b) saw only Category 5 warnings. Contrast 4 

H3 tested whether those who saw Category-1-then-Category-5 made lower estimates than those 5 

who only saw Category 5 warnings. In this experiment, the focal hypothesis was H1, thus, it was 6 

entered alone in the first step of the hierarchical regression. Contrasts H2 and H3 were entered in 7 

the second step to determine if their addition significantly increased the variance explained. 8 

Additionally, because H1 was the focal hypothesis, follow-up polynomial trend analyses, which 9 

describe the shape (i.e., linear, quadratic, or cubic) of responses, were only conducted if 10 

Contrasts H2 and H3 were significant predictors as a set. See Table II for all regression results. 11 

Like the Helmert contrasts, the polynomial contrasts are predictors in a multiple regression with 12 

the estimates as dependent variables. The linear contrast tests whether estimates increased 13 

linearly. The quadratic trend tested whether response across conditions formed a curved or U-14 

shaped pattern. The cubic trend tested whether response across conditions followed a pattern 15 

with more than one peak and valley. See Table I for the coding scheme.  16 

a. Estimates of lives lost  17 

Contrast H1 was significant whereas, in the second step, Contrasts H2 and H3 explained 18 

little additional variance in the model (R2 < .01, ns). Thus, participants who saw only Category 19 

1 warnings estimated the number of lives lost to be significantly lower than those who saw any 20 

sequence containing a Category 5 warning, regardless of order (Table III, Figure 1). That only 21 

contrast H1 was significant whereas H2 and H3 were nonsignificant supports the hypothesis that 22 

people anchor to severity of the warnings regardless of the order of the warnings. That is, in 23 
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terms of estimates of lives lost, participants provided higher estimations of potential life loss if 1 

they were in a condition that included a Category 5 warning in any position, first or last.     2 

b. Estimates of the chance the storm will be severe 3 

Contrast H1 was significant, as expected (Table II). Contrary to predictions, however, in 4 

the second step, the addition of Contrasts H2 and H3 explained a significant amount of variance 5 

(R2 = .08, p < .01). To analyze these differences further, we used polynomial contrasts (linear, 6 

quadratic, and cubic effects; Table I). A significant linear trend revealed increasing estimates as 7 

the sequence of warnings increased in severity (Figure 2). Thus, seeing two Category 5’s led to 8 

higher chance estimates than seeing Category-1-then-5, which was greater than the chances 9 

estimated by participants who saw Category-5-then-1, which were in turn greater than those who 10 

only saw Category 1’s. Additionally, a marginal cubic trend suggests that the difference in 11 

estimates for percent chance of severity leveled off between those who saw Category-5-then-1 12 

and saw Category-1-then-5. Those who saw a Category 5 first and second made substantially 13 

higher estimates than all groups (Table III). Although some unexpected results emerged, these 14 

findings support the overarching hypothesis specifically because participants who saw a 15 

Category 5 warning in any position made higher estimates than those who only saw Category 1 16 

warnings.  17 

  c. Severity Expectation Estimates 18 

 Again, Contrast H1 was significant. Also in this case, Contrasts H2 and H3 explained a 19 

significant amount of variance (R2 = .05, p < .05). To further explore these effects, we used 20 

polynomial regression. The significant linear trend revealed that severity expectations increase 21 

starting from those who only saw Category 1 warnings to those who only saw Category 5 22 

warnings (Figure 3). Additionally, a significant quadratic effect suggested that severity 23 
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expectations increased most between participants who saw Category 1 twice and participants 1 

who saw Category-5-then-1 with a slower increase between the latter and the other sequences 2 

that included a Category 5 warning (Table III, Figure 3). Again, although the anchoring-to-3 

severity effect was less extreme in the Category-5-then-1 sequence (being lower than seeing both 4 

Category 5 warnings), it still represents a bias toward the severity information in that the severity 5 

expectations differ from participants who saw Category 1 twice. Additionally, although there 6 

was bias toward severity, the anchoring-to-severity effect is less extreme for participants who 7 

viewed Category-5-then-1 suggesting that a downgrade does diminish, but not eliminate bias. 8 

d. Binary Decision Questions 9 

 A binary logistic regression using the same Helmert codes for the previous models (Table 10 

I) revealed that both the H1 and H2 codes were significant predictors for the decisions to issue a 11 

warning. See Table IV for all regression results. This model accurately predicted responses at 12 

84.5%, which is more than 25% over chance accuracy. The significant H1 code showed that 13 

those who saw only Category 1 warnings had 2.4 times the odds of saying “no” to issuing the 14 

warning than those who saw any other combination. The significant, albeit weaker, H2 code 15 

shows that those who saw Category-5-then-1 were 1.98 times more likely to not issue an 16 

evacuation order compared to participants who saw Category-1-then-5 and participants who saw 17 

Category 5 twice. A chi-squared analysis also showed a relationship between sequence and 18 

decision to issue a hurricane warning, 2 (3, N = 213) = 91.61, p < .001, Cramer’s v = .67. Of 19 

those who saw only Category 1 warnings, 20.8% agreed to issue an evacuation warning 20 

compared to 96.2% of those who saw only Category 5 warnings, 92.6% of those who saw 21 

Category-1-then-5, and 69.8% of those who saw a Category-5-then-1. 22 
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We also analyzed participants’ own intentions to evacuate using a binary logistic 1 

regression with the same Helmert codes as all other analyses (Table I). This analysis showed that 2 

H1 and H2 were significant predictors of responses on this item. This model accurately classified 3 

cases at 82.6%, which was more than 25% better than chance accuracy. Indeed, when it came to 4 

saying whether or not they would evacuate, participants who saw only Category 1 warnings were 5 

significantly more likely (OR = 2.07) to say no than those who saw a Category 5 warning in any 6 

position. Additionally, participants who saw Category-5-then-1 were more likely (OR = 1.39) to 7 

say no than the others who saw a Category 5 warning. Another chi-squared analysis showed a 8 

relationship between sequence and intention to evacuate, 2(3, N = 213) = 70.64, p <  .001, 9 

Cramer’s v =.58. Of those who saw only Category 1 warnings, 26.0% said they would evacuate 10 

compared to 92.5% of those who saw only Category 5 warnings, 87.0% of those who saw 11 

Category-1-then-5, and 77.4% of those who saw Category-5-then-1.   12 

Interestingly, the significant H2 code in both the binary logistic regressions indicated that 13 

participants who saw Category-5-then-1 were less likely to issue the evacuation order and to 14 

evacuate than participants who saw Category 5 last (either preceded by a Category 1 or a 15 

Category 5). However, the percentage of participants who opted to issue the evacuation order 16 

(69.8%) and evacuate (77.4%) in the Category-5-then-1 sequence were both relatively high 17 

suggesting, as noted previously, a bias toward severity although diminished. 18 

 Finally, we used a chi-squared analysis on yes-or-no responses to whether or not the 19 

participants wanted to receive more information about preparedness, which did not show a 20 

significant relationship, 2(3, N = 184) = 3.32, p > .05, Cramer’s v = .13. The binary logistic 21 

regression for this effect was also non-significant as it did not predict any yes responses.  22 

4. Discussion 23 
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 As expected, the results demonstrated that the type of sequence influenced participants’ 1 

judgments of the landfalling storm. Whether participants saw a sequence of severe forecasts, a 2 

downgrade, or an upgrade, they tended to make the same high severity predictions compared to 3 

those who saw a sequence that did not include a severe warning. Participants also reported 4 

greater intention to engage in evacuation-related behaviors if they saw a Category 5 warning at 5 

any position in the sequence compared to seeing only Category 1 warnings. This pattern, 6 

however, was strongest when participants estimated how many lives would be lost in the storm 7 

and weakest when participants estimated the percent chance the storm would be severe. The 8 

difference in the results pattern by measure may indicate that asking people about death may 9 

engage a more visceral response than asking about percentages. The risk-as-feelings hypothesis 10 

(Loewenstein Weber, Hsee & Welch, 2001) proposes that some decisions may result from an 11 

emotional rather than cognitive response. Specifically, they propose that vividness of imagined 12 

consequences is one factor that may influence people to decide based more on affect than on 13 

cognitive evaluation. Although we did not measure affect in this study, the fact that participants 14 

exhibited a bias toward the Category 5 forecast most strongly on the item referring to death 15 

provides preliminary evidence that thinking about a fear-arousing event such as loss of life is an 16 

important context for the anchoring-to-severity effect.  17 

Indeed, in comparison, estimates of the percent chance did not show such a strong bias 18 

toward the Category 5 warning. The significant H2 and H3 codes, in addition to the significant 19 

linear trend indicated that participants attempted to adjust their percent chance estimates from the 20 

first to the second hurricane warning. The percent chance estimate is a more numerical judgment, 21 

which may not include the salience that imagining loss of life evokes. 22 
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 For the other measure, severity expectations, participants in the Category-1-then-5 and 1 

the Category-5-then-1 sequences again attempted to adjust their estimates up or down from the 2 

first forecast. The significant H2 and H3 codes indicated that participants attempted to adjust 3 

their estimates toward the second forecast. However, what the significant quadratic trend 4 

reveals—specifically in terms of the Category-5-then-1 sequence—is that adjustment is 5 

insufficient when a severe forecast is involved. Concretely, rather than this effect being a simple 6 

anchoring effect (basing estimates on the first forecast), the quadratic trend suggests that 7 

participants’ severity expectation estimates in the Category-5-then-1 sequence are similar to 8 

participants’ estimates in the Category-1-then-5 sequence, in which higher estimates represent a 9 

sufficient adjustment away from Category 1.  10 

Importantly, that high severity expectation estimates were made even when a severe 11 

warning was downgraded suggests an anchoring-to-severity effect where the severe information 12 

was more influential than other contradictory information. Further, though not tested here, the 13 

“the risk as feelings” hypothesis (people react more cautiously to fear arousing stimuli; 14 

Loewenstein et al., 2001) and the asymmetric loss function (people place more weight on fear 15 

arousing information; Weber, 1994) may both explain why people would anchor and 16 

insufficiently adjust away from high severity information rather than exhibiting traditional 17 

anchoring (i.e., failure to adjust away from an initial piece of information). Additionally, this 18 

measure was a composite of items that referred to damage (e.g., “estimate the degree of damage 19 

the storm will have on your home.”), which again may elicit a more visceral response than 20 

making percent chance estimates.  21 

Even with the more realistic paradigm (i.e., sequential weather warnings), these results fit 22 

well with existing research (Joslyn et al. 2011; Weber, 1994; Wu et al. 2014; 2015a). However, 23 
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an additional alternative explanation for the similarities between the Category-1-then-5 and the 1 

Category-5-then-1 sequences may be that the sequences only involved two warnings that, in the 2 

case of an upgrade or downgrade represented extreme severity changes and participants’ 3 

responses may reflect a contrast effect (Sherif, Taub & Hovland, 1958). Contrast effects emerge 4 

when the reference point (or new information) is too far removed from the scale on which people 5 

are anchored (based on old information). In this case, people will make judgments in the 6 

opposite direction from the contrasting reference point (Sherif et al. 1958). Thus, it may have 7 

been that, in the downgrade condition, when participants saw a Category 1 warning following a 8 

Category 5, they adjusted in the opposite direction from the Category 1 back toward the 9 

Category 5 because of the contrast, and thus implausibility, of the subsequent Category 1 10 

warning. The following experiment addressed this possibility while also providing a conceptual 11 

replication of the results from Experiment 1.  12 

5. Experiment 2 13 

Although the results of Experiment 1 suggested that participants anchored to a severe 14 

warning regardless of the context of the other warning, we conducted Experiment 2 to examine 15 

possible contrast effects (Sherif et al. 1958). Thus, Experiment 2 created extra perceptual 16 

distance between the Category 1 and 5 warnings by using sequences of four hurricane warnings 17 

that each varied the serial position (first, second, third, or last) of the Category 5 warning in a 18 

series of three other Category 1 warnings. If the results above were due to a contrast effect, then 19 

we expected the similarities between upgrade and downgrade conditions observed in Experiment 20 

1 to disappear. Alternatively, if Experiment 1’s results reflected an anchoring-to-severity bias, 21 

then participants who viewed a sequence with a Category 5 hurricane warning in any position 22 

should make higher estimates across the same measures from Experiment 1 even if the sequence 23 

indicated a downgrade in the storm. This method is similar to that used by Wu and colleagues 24 
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(2015b) and Meyer and colleagues (2013); however, in the present study this method was used to 1 

test whether the contrast effects would occur with more than two warnings in a series. Wu and 2 

colleagues (2015b) set out to examine how people process hurricane warning information 3 

generally, and thus included many more parameters on which participants could base their 4 

judgments. Meyer and colleagues (2013) examined how hypothetical hurricane tracks would 5 

influence preparedness. In contrast, our approach is a more focused test of a single factor—6 

severity—holding other factors constant.  7 

a. Method 8 

1) PARTICIPANTS  9 

One hundred two undergraduate students in introductory psychology courses at a mid-10 

size college in the southeast (62% women, 38% men) participated in this study. As with 11 

Experiment 1, this sample size reflects the number of participants available for the semester. We 12 

conducted a post-hoc power analysis using rp  = .39 which was the lowest effect size from the H1 13 

hypotheses of Experiment 1 (Table II). Thus, with a sample of 102 participants we had .99 power 14 

to detect an effect size of r = .39 with a two-tailed alpha of .05. All data were collected according 15 

to American Psychological Association guidelines approved by an Institutional Review Board.  16 

2) DESIGN, MATERIALS AND PROCEDURE 17 

Participants were randomly assigned to one of the five different sequences of four 18 

hurricane warnings for the same hurricane. The sequences were comprised of either all Category 19 

1 warnings or one Category 5 warnings positioned first, second, third, or last among three 20 

Category 1 warnings. The sequence that had a Category 5 first then three Category 1 warnings 21 

represented the most extreme example of a downgrade, whereas the sequence that had a 22 

Category 5 last preceded by Category 1 warnings represented the most extreme upgrade. Like 23 
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Experiment 1, participants were instructed to think of the storm as a whole. The procedure and 1 

questionnaire were identical to Experiment 1. Again, although we collected demographic 2 

measures and questions regarding participants’ desire for additional hurricane information, we 3 

did not include them in this analysis because they were not relevant to our hypotheses.  4 

6. Results 5 

After log-transforming estimates of lives lost and combining the Likert-scale estimates 6 

into a single value called severity expectations ( = .83), we examined all dependent measures 7 

using the regression analog of one-way between-groups ANOVAs with planned contrasts (Table 8 

V). Again, we computed Helmert contrast codes to test specific hypotheses. Thus, each contrast 9 

code represents a hypothesis. The first set of contrasts tested Category 1 warnings only as the 10 

reference group. Specifically, Contrast A0 (Category 1s vs. else) tested the focal hypothesis that 11 

seeing only Category 1 information would result in lower estimates than seeing any sequence 12 

that included Category 5 information (Table V). Contrast A1 tested whether estimates linearly 13 

increase as the position of the Category 5 warning nears the end position. Contrast A2 tested 14 

whether estimates exhibit more of a curve or U-shaped pattern such that they are highest when 15 

the Category 5 warning is either first or last and lowest when it is in one of the two middle 16 

positions. Contrast A3 tested a cubic trend. We did not hypothesize that contrasts A2 or A3 17 

would actually be significant, but these tests needed to be included to complete the model. The 18 

post-hoc contrasts, B0 through B3 are similar with the exception that they tested the sequence 19 

with the Category 5 warning in the last position as the reference group (Table V; Judd et al. 20 

2009). See Table VI for all regression results.  21 

a. Estimates of lives lost 22 
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 Confirming the focal hypothesis A0, participants who saw only Category 1 warnings 1 

predicted lower death tolls than all those who saw a Category 5 warning in any position (see 2 

Table V for contrasts, Table VI for regression results, and Table VII for means). As seen in 3 

Figure 4, among those who saw a Category 5 warning in any of the positions, neither the linear, 4 

quadratic, nor the cubic trends were significant (p > .05). This result suggests that estimates 5 

among those who saw a Category 5 warning in any position were similar.   6 

b. Estimates of chance the storm will be severe 7 

 The contrasts testing the focal hypothesis and the polynomial trends within those who 8 

saw Category 5 warnings in any position were non-significant (ps1 > .05; see Table VII and 9 

Figure 5 for means). Thus, we conducted additional, follow-up analyses using a second set of 10 

contrast codes (B0–B3; Table V), which examined whether participants who received Category 5 11 

information last made higher estimates than others. With a significant B0, we found only that 12 

participants made higher estimates than every other group if they saw Category 5 last. The 13 

polynomial trends for the groups that did not see Category 5 last were non-significant (ps > .05). 14 

c. Severity Expectation Estimates 15 

With a significant A0, the focal hypothesis, participants who saw only Category 1 16 

warnings had lower severity expectations than those who saw a Category 5 warning in any 17 

position (see Table VII for means). As seen in Figure 6, a significant linear trend (A1) among 18 

those who saw Category 5 warnings revealed that estimates increase linearly starting low from 19 

the group that saw a Category 5 warning first to those who saw a Category 5 warning last. 20 

Neither the quadratic nor cubic trend was significant for severity expectations among those who 21 

saw Category 5 warnings (ps > .05).   22 

                                                 
1 ps in this manuscript refer to multiple p-values as opposed to the strike probability convention used in other 
weather-related articles. 
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d. Binary Decision Questions 1 

We averaged responses on the two evacuation questions for two reasons: First, none of 2 

the participants who saw a Category 5 last said “no,” which violated binary logistic regressions 3 

assumptions. Second, the correlation between deciding to issue an evacuation and personally 4 

evacuating was significant (r = .47, p < .01). Using linear regression with the same contrast 5 

codes as the analyses above (Table V), this model significantly predicted evacuation decisions 6 

(Table VIII). A significant A0 contrast showed that participants who saw only Category 1 7 

warnings were more likely to respond “no” than participants who saw a Category 5 warning in 8 

any position (see Table IX for means). Additionally, of those that saw a Category 5 warning in 9 

any position, there was a linear trend—as the position of the Category 5 warning moved from 10 

second to fourth, participants were increasingly likely to respond “yes.” Neither the quadratic nor 11 

cubic trend was significant for these participants (ps > .05).   12 

7. Discussion 13 

The majority of the results supported the notion that severity biases people’s estimates in 14 

Experiment 2. Although the percent chance estimates in Experiment 2 did not follow fully the 15 

expected pattern, they also did not support the contrast-effect explanation (Sherif et al. 1958). 16 

Instead, on this measure, participants appeared to make normative use of the information with 17 

mean percent chance estimates for all conditions—except the Category 5 last—hovering around 18 

50%. If contrast effects best explained the results, then the percent chance estimates should not 19 

be highest for those who saw a Category 5 warning last, but should have been similar to those 20 

who saw only Category 1 warnings. After seeing three Category 1 warnings followed by a 21 

Category 5 warning, the Category 5 warning—according to the contrast effect—should have 22 

seemed implausible. Instead, participants who saw Category 5 warnings last made much higher 23 

estimates than those who saw other sequences. 24 
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In terms of severity expectations, participants who saw a Category 5 warning first had 1 

severity expectations that were lower than those who saw a Category 5 warning second, third, or 2 

fourth. This result suggests one of two possibilities. First, there may be a boundary condition for 3 

this anchoring-to-severity effect, where after a considerable amount of information is given 4 

about a downgrade, people will anchor less on the severe forecast. Alternatively, the type of 5 

judgment may influence the extent to which people will anchor to severity. As with Experiment 6 

1, results from the death-toll estimates suggest the latter explanation. On this measure, seeing a 7 

Category 5 warning in any position led to higher estimates than not seeing one at all. This result 8 

provides the strongest support for the anchoring-to-severity hypothesis. Indeed, this result in 9 

combination with that from Experiment 1 suggest that making judgments about loss of life elicits 10 

anchoring-to-severity the most. Thus, our findings corroborate research on the asymmetric loss 11 

function (Weber, 1994) and the risk-as-feelings hypothesis (Loewenstein, et al., 2001).  12 

Anchoring to severity also emerged in the measures of participants’ intended evacuation 13 

behaviors. Much like the pattern of responding for the severity expectations measure, 14 

participants reported being more likely to engage in an evacuation-related action if they saw a 15 

Category 5 warning in any position compared to seeing all Category 1 warnings. Among those 16 

who saw a Category 5 warning, intentions to engage in evacuation-related action increased as the 17 

position of the Category 5 warning advanced from first to last. On this measure, responses did 18 

indicate somewhat of a preference for caution over negligence.  Together, our results suggest that 19 

there are occasions where people tend to anchor to severe information even when new 20 

information signals less severity such as a downgrade in storm warning.  21 

8. Conclusions 22 
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This research provides novel evidence that people prefer to overestimate the severity of a 1 

storm when they have heard a severe prediction related to that storm. The present research 2 

supports prior research on hurricane warnings because it shows the importance of hurricane 3 

severity for risk perception and eventual protective action (DeYoung et al. 2016; Petrolia, 4 

Bhattacharjee & Hanson 2010; Whitehead et al. 2000; Wu et al. 2014; 2015). Indeed, Whitehead 5 

and colleagues (2000) found that the best predictor of hypothetical hurricane evacuation was 6 

storm intensity. Other studies have shown, for example, that hurricane intensity received the 7 

most clicks (i.e., attention) as participants tracked hypothetical hurricanes using a variety of 8 

information about the storms (Wu et al. 2015b). Yet another study found that the most important 9 

parts of a hurricane forecast were wind speed and landfall time (Brommer & Senkbeil, 2010).  10 

Together, prior findings and those of the present work suggest that storm severity is 11 

among the most salient features of an approaching hurricane. To date, however, much of the 12 

research on hurricane warnings does not directly test, with experimental control, the effect of 13 

severity as we have done here. Much of the existing research focuses on the importance of risk 14 

perception in people’s decisions to prepare for a hurricane (Dash & Gladwin 2007; Morss et al. 15 

2015), and while the present research confirms the importance of risk perception (e.g., people 16 

who saw Category 5 warnings were more likely to evacuate and issue an evacuation order), it 17 

also identifies conditions under which people may have a biased perception of risk. 18 

 Our results, however, were in some ways preliminary. Participants in our research were 19 

undergraduate students in a controlled environment, and thus, we caution against offering direct 20 

applications to forecasting and warnings. Indeed, a field study about risk perceptions for real 21 

hurricanes revealed that although participants overestimated the likelihood of hurricane force 22 

wind, they underestimated the amount of damage those winds would cause (Meyer, Baker, 23 
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Broad, Czajkowski, & Orlove, 2014). Thus, questions remain about the correspondence between 1 

anchoring to severity and actual behaviors such as protective action. For that reason, future 2 

research should determine both the extent of this anchoring-to-severity effect, its effect in a 3 

wider population, and its causal role in people’s decisions to prepare for severe weather. In terms 4 

of risk as feelings (Loewenstein et al., 2001), research should further explore whether the type of 5 

judgment about a storm prompts a more visceral reaction, and how this reaction prompts an 6 

anchoring-to-severity bias. Additionally, future investigations may also examine the extent to 7 

which such reactions may be used to improve responding to weather warnings.  8 

We propose that weather-warning agencies focus on message content. For example, 9 

emerging research on warnings suggest that focusing more on including uncertainty information 10 

will improve decision-making for those potentially at risk (Grounds & Joslyn, 2015). 11 

Additionally, we echo the recommendation made by Lindell and colleagues (2016) that decision-12 

making officials should weigh the effect that higher hurricane intensity may have to increase 13 

their perceptions of a hurricane’s likelihood to strike their area. Indeed, although the costs 14 

associated with failing to act may include unnecessary damage or injury, deciding to act when it 15 

is not necessary may also cause negative outcomes such as economic loss associated with closing 16 

schools and businesses.  We hope that our findings will encourage both response agencies and 17 

other researchers to use experimental and behavioral methods to better understand how people 18 

perceive and make key decisions about hurricane preparedness and evacuation. 19 
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Table I 1 

 2 
 Planned contrasts for expected effect directions tested for each of the three DVs. 3 
 4 
Contrast Category 1  

Category 1 
Category 5  
Category 1 

Category 1  
Category 5 

Category 5  
Category 5 

Helmert     
     H1 -3 1 1 1 
     H2 0 -2 1 1 
     H3 0 0 -1 1 
Polynomial     
     P1 (linear) -3 -1 1 3 
     P2 (quadratic) 1 -1 -1 1 
     P3 (cubic) -1 3 -3 1 

 5 

  6 
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Table II 1 

Summary of multiple regression analyses for Helmert contrasts predicting three outcomes. 2 

Model or variable b t p rp [95% CI] 

Lives lost     

   Helmert     

      H1 0.27 8.83 .00 .52, [.42, .61] 

      H2 0.07 1.55 .12 .11, [-.03, .24] 

      H3 0.01 0.14 .89 .01, [-.13, .14] 

     

Chance of severity     

   Helmert     

      H1 6.15 6.10 .00 .39, [.27, .50] 

      H2 4.07 2.85 .01 .19, [.06, .32] 

      H3 8.61 3.48 .00 .24, [.10, .36] 

   Polynomial     

      Linear 5.77 7.36 .00 .46, [.34, .56] 

      Quadratic 0.19 0.11 .92 .01, [-.13, .14] 

      Cubic 1.32 1.70 .09 .12, [-.02, .25] 

     

Severity Expectations     

   Helmert     

      H1 0.42 10.21 .00 .58, [.48, .66] 

      H2 0.20 3.47 .00 .23, [.10, .36] 

      H3 0.24 2.36 .02 .16, [.03, .29] 

   Polynomial     

      Linear 0.34 10.55 .00 .59, [.49, .67] 

      Quadratic -0.24 -2.82 .01 -.19, [-.32, -.06] 

      Cubic 0.08 1.60 .11 .11, [-.02, .24] 

Note. N = 211. 3 

  4 
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Table III 1 

Means and standard errors (SE) for each outcome by warning order 2 

Outcome Order of Warnings Mean SE 
 First 

Warning 
Category 

Second 
Warning 
Category 

  

Lives lost estimate 
(transformed) 

1 1 0.71 0.09 
5 1 1.64 0.10 
1 5 1.83 0.10 
5 5 1.86 0.13 

     
Chance of severity 
estimate 

1 1 49.92 3.78 
5 1 66.40 3.79 
1 5 70.00 3.61 

 5 5 87.21 2.62 
     
Severity 
Expectations 

1 1 3.90 0.17 
5 1 5.19 0.14 
1 5 5.56 0.13 
5 5 6.04 0.13 

 3 

  4 
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Table IV 1 

Summary of binary logistic regression analyses for Helmert contrasts predicting three outcomes. 2 

Model  b 2Wald p Odds ratio [95% CI] 

Issue a warning     

   Helmert     

      H1 0.89 59.02 .00 2.42 [1.93, 3.04] 

      H2 0.68 14.56 .00 1.98 [1.39, 2.81] 

      H3 0.36 0.64 .42 1.43 [.60, 3.41] 

     

Evacuate     

   Helmert     

      H1 0.73 53.60 .00 2.07 [1.70, 2.51] 

      H2 0.33 4.41 .04 1.39 [1.02, 1.88] 

      H3 0.30 .83 .36 1.35 [.71, 2.58] 

Note. N = 214 3 

  4 
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Table V  1 
 2 
Planned contrasts for expected effect directions tested for each of the three outcomes. 3 
 4 

Contrast 1-1-1-1 5-1-1-1 1-5-1-1 1-1-5-1 1-1-1-5 
A0 (Category 1s vs. else) -4 1 1 1 1 
A1 (linear) 0 -3 -1 1 3 
A2 (quadratic) 0 1 -1 -1 1 
A3 (cubic) 0 -1 3 -3 1 
      
Post-hoc contrasts      
B0 (Category 5 last vs. else) -1 -1 -1 -1 4 
B1 (linear) -3 -1 1 3 0 
B2 (quadratic) 1 -1 -1 1 0 
B3 (cubic) -1 3 -3 1 0 

 5 

  6 
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Table VI 1 

Summary of multiple regression analyses for contrasts predicting three outcomes. 2 

Model or variable b t p rp [95% CI] 

Lives lost     

      Category 1s vs. else 0.12 3.69 .00 .35, [.17, .51] 

      Linear 0.01 0.42 .67 .04, [-.15, .24] 

      Quadratic -0.05 -0.70 .49 -.07, [-.26, .13] 

      Cubic 0.04 1.12 .27 .13, [-.07, .32] 

     

Percent Chance     

      Category 1s vs. else 1.41 .94 .35 .10 [-.10, .29] 

      Linear 2.95 1.93 .06 .19, [.00, .38] 

      Quadratic 3.65 1.07 .29 .11, [-.09, .30] 

      Cubic 0.67 0.44 .66 .05, [-.15, .24] 

   Post-hocs     

      Category 5 last vs. else 3.64 2.39 .02 .24, [.04, .41] 

      Linear 0.72 0.48 .64 .05, [-.15, .24] 

      Quadratic 0.17 0.05 .96 .01, [-.19, .20] 

      Cubic 0.03 0.02 .98 .00, [-.19, .20] 

     

Severity Expectations     

      Category 1s vs. else 0.26 4.66 .00 .43, [.26, .58] 

      Linear 0.18 3.10 .00 .30, [.11, .47] 

      Quadratic 0.00 0.00 1.00 .00, [-.19, .19] 

      Cubic 0.05 0.82 .41 .08, [-.17, .22] 

Note. N = 102.  3 
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Table VII 1 

Means and standard errors (SE) for each outcome according to the sequence of weather 2 

warnings viewed 3 

Outcome Sequence 
of 

Weather 
Warnings 
(Category 

Listed) 

Mean SE 

Chance of 
severity 
estimate 

1-1-1-1 54.05 7.24 
5-1-1-1 55.25 6.81 
1-5-1-1 56.50 6.21 
1-1-5-1 58.40 6.68 
1-1-1-5 76.58 6.78 

    
Lives lost 
estimate 
(transformed) 

1-1-1-1 0.67 0.12 
5-1-1-1 1.14 0.13 
1-5-1-1 1.45 0.18 
1-1-5-1 1.23 0.15 
1-1-1-5 1.32 0.18 

    
Severity 
Expectations 

1-1-1-1 3.68 0.28 
5-1-1-1 4.40 0.27 
1-5-1-1 4.94 0.20 
1-1-5-1 5.01 0.28 
1-1-1-5 5.55 0.21 

 4 
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Table VIII 1 

Summary of regression analyses for contrasts predicting evacuation outcomes.  2 

Model  b t p rp[95% CI] 

Evacuation     

      Category 1s vs. else 0.09 4.96 .00 .45, [.28, .59] 

      Linear 0.09 4.88 .00 .44, [.27, .58] 

      Quadratic 0.02 0.52 .61 .05, [-.15, .24] 

      Cubic 0.03 1.70 .09 .17, [-.03, .35] 

 3 
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Table IX 1 

Means and standard errors (SE) for each outcome by condition 2 

Outcome Condition Mean SE 
Evacuation 
decisions 

1-1-1-1 0.21 0.07 
5-1-1-1 0.38 0.09 
1-5-1-1 0.63 0.10 
1-1-5-1 0.62 0.08 
1-1-1-5 0.95 0.03 

 3 
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Figure List 1 

1 Means and standard errors (SE) for estimates of lives lost per condition. 2 

2 Means and standard errors (SE) for estimates of percent chance the storm will be severe 3 

per condition. 4 

3 Means and standard errors (SE) for severity expectations per condition 5 

4 Means and standard errors (SE) for estimates of lives lost per condition   6 

5 Means and standard errors (SE) for estimates percent chance the storm will be severe per 7 

condition 8 

6 Means and standard errors (SE) for severity expectations per condition 9 


